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By Fernando Pessoa

Grove Press / Atlantic Monthly Press, United States, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The Washington Post Book World has written that Fernando
Pessoa was quot;Portugal s greatest writer of the twentieth century [though] some critics would
even leave off that last qualifying phrasequot; and quot;one of the most appealing European
modernists, equal in command and range to his contemporaries Rilke and Mandelstam.quot; The
Selected Prose of Fernando Pessoa, a Los Angeles Times Best Book of 2001, spans playful
philosophical inquiry, Platonic dialogue, and bitter intellectual scrapping between Pessoa and his
many literary alter egos (quot;heteronymsquot;). The heteronyms launch movements and write
manifestos, and one of them attempts to break up Pessoa s only known romantic relationship. Also
included is a generous selection from Pessoa s masterpiece, The Book of Disquiet, freshly translated
by Richard Zenith from newly discovered materials. The Selected Prose of Fernando Pessoa is an
important record of a crucial part of the literary canon. quot;Zenith s selection is beautifully
translated, compact while appropriately diverse.quot; -- Benjamin Kunkel, Los Angeles Times quot;
[Pessoa] is one of those writers as addictive, and endearing, as Borges and Calvino.quot; -- Michael
Dirda, The Washington Post Book...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period. Your way of life period will probably be convert
as soon as you total looking over this book.
-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on

Excellent eBook and helpful one. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of studying. You will not feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding when you request me).
-- Pr incess McCulloug h-- Pr incess McCulloug h
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